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CASE STUDY ROVANIEMI 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
I choose the city of Rovaniemi because it is a essential city in my research of Master of 
Performing Public Space studies. Rovaniemi is also related to my personal history because 
my father's side family comes from there. The city itself is familiar for me. 
 
The investigated places are in rather small radius because the aim was focus especially in 
the same urban area where the field research workshop was held. Therefore the first 
mapping of layers is in wider scale and then the other assignments stay in rather small target 
area of the whole city.  
 

About Rovaniemi  

The most north city in Finland. Inhabitants 61 816 (2015). Situates in piece of land where 
two rivers (Ounasjoki and Kemijoki) meets. Urbanism history goes far in the past: first 
archaeological findings for a center of population from 8000 years ago. In the beginning of 
20th century Rovaniemi got a enormous urbanism boom and was officially recognized as a 
city. 1936 there was huge city plan made by Oiva Kallio, which main idea was to make the 
streets more straighter and therefore built more building blocks with inner yards so that the 
overall plan of the city will be more clear. After the second world war majority of urban 
Rovaniemi (98%) was burned down by retreating German Army. After that began huge 
reconstruction of the urban city. Here one of the main architects were most well-known 
finnish architect Alvar Aalto. The city planning plan was called reindeer antler. The whole 
city center locates like inside of the reindeer head and the middle square is the eye as well 
all the outside roads forms the antlers. This plan also wider the streets in the city centre. 
Aalto designed also some private housing buildings as well community buildings like city 
theater and city library. Also influence for the city planning and urban face of the city have 
been architects like Ferdinand Salokangas. Unfortunately architectural face of the 
Rovaniemi doesn't show the historical architecture. During the years 1970-1990 the city had 
much reconstruction and the old buildings get replaced by newer architecture. 
Nevertheless the city planning structure remained majority the same. 
 



 

 
Alvar Aalto: Poronsarvi plan (:The head of Reindeer) 



 

 
Rovaniemi 1946 (before World War 2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Field research in Rovaniemi  
 
Video of the outcome of the workshop in the last “performance day”: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifN65O9q2Mc&t=623s 
  
Information of the field research held in Rovaniemi 
 
One of the field research workshop was held in Rovaniemi, Finland 10-16.12.2018. Three 
days, three hours per day. Students aged between 18-25 years old. Students are becoming 
dancers in Santa Sport vocational educations school for arts (three year program), in Finland 
secondary education. Education program includes dance techniques (ballet, contemporary) 
and theoretical subjects in the arts field as well students have possibility to attend evening 
high school lessons. Pre-knowledge in improvisation but not in public space and site-specific 
works. Material to use is paper and pens to visualize the individual maps. Documented by 
video like previous field workshops. 

In the field research in Rovaniemi I focused to the fact of urban speciality of Rovaniemi.  
The centre of Rovaniemi and its structure is very unique in European wide and I want to 
underline this plan. Of course my methodology work throughout the participant group, so 
they are choosing the spaces what they want to explore. Therefore I have not and I do not 
want to direct the group to choose certain places from my interest or pre-setted perspective. 
I chose the city of Rovaniemi but the specific public space or area is not my personal choice, 
otherwise I would be contradicting my own research content. Nevertheless the participant 
group will examine the city center, which has this special characteristic.  

In this case study I am referring a bibliographical multiple bibliographical references. In those 
source studies are examined the characteristics what weather conditions performs, first of all 
in the planning process for public spaces. What factors need to taken care in planning nordic 
places. References like Gehl (1987) points out that the material what is used in streets 
makes a big change of how people walk in the public space. People have tendency to evade 
slippery, snowy and bad conditioned surfaces. Gehl underlines the idea of the experiences 
in the public space and its use with many characteristics very clearly in this chart:  

wall-no wall  

long distance-small distance  

fast speed-low speed  

many floors-one floor 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifN65O9q2Mc&t=623s


 

This chart shows the possibilities to usage and interaction in public spaces through opposing 
factors of architectural structure. Gehl also underlines in his bibliography the standing and 
sitting activities in public spaces and the factors that makes public stay in spaces. Also 
Whyte (1980)2 points out the factors of sitting in public space that often is chosen places 
which has characteristics to give a shelter from the weather conditions. Those cases show 
the third fundamental point by Gehl (2006) of using a public space: the cover and the 
convenient what public space has to give for the actions in it. In my research I try to find a 
ways to break those usualities with alternative ways. But to be able to break norms has to be 
aware of what are the existing habits.In a source bibliographic reference of 
(Ridell;Kymäläinen;Nyyssönen 2009:157) is also described the playfulness in public space 
and the various out of the box moving possibilities what public spaces offers:  

The public space transforms through playful attitude. In a spatial game the 
participant carried a so called magic environment with. Because the game 
doesn't happen in void, the action he's creating affects also the others in public 
space. The action can underline or reveal something in public space that change 
the passers-by view of public space, at least temporarily.  

This attitude of creating something playful of the characteristic in a certain places, my 
research is willing to reach too. In Rovaniemi I will direct the participant group specially to 
notice the usage in context of the condition we have in this particular day.  

In this case study I am also more aware of the climate factor and its influence. The field 
research is happening in the December in Rovaniemi, which is a arctic city. The temperature 
will be very low and probably there will be quite much snow that will cause us different new 
perspectives for researching the public space. The climate factor plays a big role in public 
spaces and activity in public spaces in northern countries. Because of this low temperatures 
I want to focus on producing more complicated moving possibilities with the participants. 
Therefore that we can manage to work the process in cold outside space, it's needed to 
have more dynamic moving than in previous field researches.  

This group has also strong background in dance and movement studies. That's why I have 
planned to lead the observation part more physical way that the group takes part of moving 
in public spaces more various already in the beginning in the part one of the research. I have 
also adapted the inside improvisation tasks to be more complex and that the participant 
group will move more dynamic and push themself more to the limits. This is something that I 
missed in my previous groups in Sweden. Even though all of the swedish groups went in 
their own abilities and skills very much out of the box specially in their movement qualities.  

Besides above mentioned factors this case study performs the same perspective of my 
research as any other field research. I choose various cities and groups with specialization 



 

and in Rovaniemi mine targets were the more complex moving group, climate factors and 
the special urban structure of the city.  
 
I also hold a workshop for a community of inhabitants from the village of Bergkvara. This 
group was aged between 60-75 years old and both genders. The workshop happened in the 
darkness at evening and this idea of light versus darkness is one factor of the urban 
environment that raised in question after this workshop. In Rovaniemi, due its position in 
polar circle has a very unique characteristic light situation. In this time of the year there is 
something called polar night which causes the very reduced daylight in nychthemeron. Im 
interested in to see if this lack of light in climate causes my participant group experience the 
urban environment differently. After all the depression because of the lack of light in arctic 
areas is scientifically recognized diagnosis. In northern cities like Rovaniemi the general 
lightning and its intensity in public space is fundamental question. I’m interested to see how 
the public space can be also researched from this point of view. 

Source: 

https://fi.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rovaniemi 
http://kaava.rovaniemi.fi/roikesoyk/Kulttuuriymparistoselvitys_Rovaniemi_060411korjattu.p
df https://www.visitrovaniemi.fi/fi/ihastu/arkkitehtuuri/  

Gehl, Jan 1987. Life Between Buildings. Using Public Space. Van Nostrand  

Reinhold, New York. Gehl, Jan, Gemzøe, Lars, Kirknæs, Sia & Sternhagen 
Søndergaard, Britt 2006. New City Life. e Danish Architectural Press, 
Copenhagen  

Whyte, William H 1980.e Social Life of Small Urban Spaces.Conservation 
Foundation,Washington  

R. S., K. P., & N. T. (2009). Julkisen tilan poetiikkaa ja politiikkaa : Tieteiden 
Välisiä otteita vallasta kaupunki-, media- ja virtuaalitiloissa. Tampere: Tampere 
University Press : Taju.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Mind maps from the participant group 



 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

DRAWINGS OF THE AREA BY CULLEN METHOD 



 

 
 
 
 



 

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SPACES 
 
In the attached map the traditional public spaces and the public buildings are highlighted. 
Nevertheless there was found specialization of the public spaces in this area. 
 
1. 

 
 
This shopping mall is a example of semi public space. The hallways of this space are not in 
the ownership of singular shops but nevertheless the same rules do not apply in this public 
space like in for example so called traditional public spaces. In this space the intention of 
being in the space is consummation and therefore it doesn’t perform as a open and 
accessible space. Also the behaviour in the space is very ruled by the unwritten rules of 
social behaviour, example of this is during the field research workshop performance that 
happened inside of this space, the security was very concerned of the behaviour of the 
group because we didn’t have permissions to perform or act unusually in this space. 
However this kind of indoor public space could serve as a vital space in the city of 
Rovaniemi because in the winter the outdoor public life is quite minimal and if this kind of 
space could have high utilization if there would be possibility and resources to offer 
something else then consummation.  
2. 

 



 

 
In this spot more characteristics meets each other. First of all the flower paving that 
separates the public space from the private space. The second example and very much in 
public discussed topic is the terrace in the walkway. This private space that is separated by 
fencing requires consummation and invades the space in the pedestrian areas. In many 
cities in Finland this kind of construct is only possible in summer months because the 
walkways suffers anyway a problem of free space in the winter due the amount of snow in 
the streets. In this example also the floor paving is constructed with two materials to show 
where the public walkway changes to the private area. 
 
3. 

 
 
This example shows the often used separation of private and public space by concrete road 
blockers.Also the white fence separates the private inner yard from the road.  

 
 



 

FLOW OF THE PEOPLE  
 
Investigated area starting from Rovakatu-Koskikatu-Koskenranta ending to the river and a 
public park.  
 
How to direct the flow of people towards the lower Koskikatu area and form this part of the 
city as a circular system? 
 
Starting situation 
 
Upper part of the Koskikatu starting from the Poromiehentie is dominantly attracting the 
flows of the city more than the lower part. 
 
Lower part until the riverside park is less commercialized with three hotels and small shops 
and private housing.  
 
Upper part consists of two big shopping malls and other commercial structures (restaurants, 
banks, offices) 
 
The flow of a big connecting highways is placed following: 
-on the right side Toripuistikko Street (connects the other side of the river to the downtown), 
-upper side Poromiehentie Street has a connection to the bus and train station 
-more far on the up lies the A-road (E-75) that connects Rovaniemi to the southern parts of 
Finland 
 
Flow of the car traffic is concentrated on the Poromiehentie and Rovakatu due the parking 
possibilities in the shopping malls and in minority traffic is in the Korkalonkatu, Valtakatu, 
Aallonkatu and Pekankatu. 
 
Local transport is placed major in the Poromiehentie and Rovakatu (multiple connections to 
other districts) and minority to the Valtakatu, Aallonkatu and Korkalonkatu.  
 
Pedestrian part of street Koskikatu starts from Poromiehentie and ends to the Valtakatu, 
Also end of the street Maakuntakatu is for pedestrians only.  
 
The crosspoint for the flow is the square Lordinaukio.  
 
The flow of the people is in high peak after and before work hours in the weekdays starting 
at 7-10 o’clock in the morning and 15.30-19.00 in the evening. In this time the major of 
people are coming in and out from the commercial centre and in and out from the other parts 
of the city. In the weekdays flow is more constant during the whole day because the shops 
and other attractions are open throughout weekends. 
 
 
 
 



 

Challenge 
 
How to direct the flow of people and the utilization of the public spaces to the lower part of 
the Koskikatu and therefore connect the green areas near the river to the circular usage 
system? 
 
1. Location 
Using the crosspoint square alternative way by directing the commercial attracted flow to the 
lower parts of the street for example changing the place of the ice skating track away from its 
actual place in front of the main doors of the Shopping Mall Sampokeskus. Placing the track 
and other temporar attractions more lower of the square. Also in the winter Christmas Market 
cottages are majority placed in the upper part of the Koskikatu (near to the Rovakatu 
crossing), placing those also more downwards would direct the pedestrian direction to the 
river. In the summer similar attraction like art installation over the Koskikatu in direction to the 
river would change the flow.  
 
2. Location 
The crosspoint of Koskikatu and Aallonkatu is second opportunity. Koskikatu in this part is 
from otherside placed with Hotels and otherside with private buildings. In crosspoint of the 
these two streets nevertheless there is a between space (yard) that could be used in 
alternative way for example small pop up cafe/ gallery or community lead free to participate 
activity. As well as the ownership of the private buildings and hotels characterise the low 
usage of this area. This could be changed by the municipality by requiring more attraction by 
hotels also for the locals (also because the buildings are public owned). This crossing point 
could be perform as a entering place, a gate to the beautiful park area and therefore 
connected the downtown with the green areas. At the moment this connection is totally 
neglected and pedestrian find the beautiful riverside “by a mistake”. 
 
3. Location 
The Koskikatu street is very concentrated area of this city and therefore to make the flow of 
the people widen in a bigger circulation would be necessary to redesign the areas behind the 
Koskikatu. Specially Pekankatu has seemingly less commercialization or other attraction 
(lightning, benches) and therefore less utilization. There is many empty places that could be 
used for revitalizing this street. One example is crosspoint of Pekankatu and Korkalonkatu 
that is at the moment behind yard of the supermarket Sale and parking place for only 
inhabitants of the housings nearby. This area needs to have similar attractive actions that 
happens in Koskikatu. There is for example gray firewall of the building that could be used in 
outdoor cinema in the summer. It is important in the city like Rovaniemi to open the 
concentrated situation of the attractions in the Koskikatu to the side streets as well. The 
present situation creates a strange duality of fully designed places (with special lightning, 
tourist attractions) and then around the empty dead spaces and streets.  
 
 
 
 
 



 

NOTE 
Besides above mentioned facts would be important to offer free parking places in the lower 
part of the Koskikatu, for example in the inner yard of the Korkalonkatu. This would be 
solution direct the flow of people that arrive from outside of the downtown to the riverside 
and the other parts than the commercial shopping center area which now dominates the city 
and also the parking situation.  
 
SOLUTION 
This redirecting the flow of the people to the lower part of the Koskikatu would increase the 
usage of the green areas (river park) and therefore be beneficial for public health issues. 
This could be alternative for the commercialized public spaces to offer something else than 
concentrated consummation. This is especially important in the city like Rovaniemi where the 
use of the public spaces in the winter time is very minimal due weather conditions. 
Redirecting the people to the lower part of the Koskikatu would also conquer the ownership 
of the city to the locals, because Rovaniemi is very dominated by tourism and specially this 
part of the city is dedicated to the tourists and their needs (hotels). It would be necessary to 
offer the spaces for the local use also. Increasing the connection to the other transportation 
like train station, bus station and offering park places this area and the riverside park could 
form a new vital and attractive spot in this city.  
 
 
 
 

  
 



 

 
URBAN FURNITURE 
 
1. 
 

 
 
This urban furniture has visual effect for the area. It is in a role of making the city more green 
and liveable. Nevertheless these flower and other green plantings leave unused spaces in 
winter time and could be utilized alternative way, like showed characteristically in the second 
picture above. Specially in northern cities the winter time is rather long and these kind of 
liveable city designs should especially be rethought and redesigned for this winter period of 
the year. Also redesigning the usage of them could decrease the “dead spaces” in the city.  
The influence of this flower planting is major talking to create certain image and feeling of the 
spaces by beautifying it. The greens and specially flowers have a special effect in public 
spaces in creating liveable image. It is proved that colors increase human well being and 
specially green areas have specific beneficial effects such as improved mental health, 
reduced risks of cardiovascular disease, obesity, diabetes and death, and improved 
pregnancy outcomes.(Braubach, Egorov 2017). However this particular flower planting is in 
front of the hotel and therefore could serve also a attraction trick to boost the positive image 
of the hotel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
2. 

 

 
The utilization of this urban furniture is slightly unclear. It could serve as a seat or bench but 
just next to it lies two benches. It is part of the construction that separates the upper higher 
lifted square area from the other parts of the square. This furniture also forms a way to the 
square by constructing a blocked edge. This furniture could be used in many ways. 
Nevertheless the usage of it in winter and summer is insignificant perhaps due its 
characteristics that are not clear enough. However sometimes more peculiar furniture offer a 
more varieties of imaginative use than for example traditional bench (above in the second 
picture for example one redesigned use). The visibility of this furniture should be first 
underlined with actions like the second picture above, to present it's rather free proposal to 
utilization, often these kind of peculiar constructions stays invisible in comparison to the 
traditional ones. 
 
 
 
 
 
Reference:  
Braubach M, Egorov A, Mudu P (2017) Effects of Urban Green Space on Environmental Health, Equity and 
Resilience 

  
 



 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


